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The start: 

Questionnaire (about rules for validation on tolerances), 

- Not homogeneous answers

- Need for clarification?

Presentations: 
Alain from France

AND

Tomislav from Croatia

About

Current situation and perspectives to the future, acording to field

computers/tablets

Then rest:
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1.What is conditioning (limiting) accuracy and 

tolerance? - Solutions

2.When, why, and which tolerance? - Solutions

3.Specific cases from Member States - Solutions
Cases still creation problems in the current setting

4.Areas, length in monitoring and next CAP? -

Solutions

5.Area-length processes, tools and guidance needs 

for the near future - Solutions

Our questions
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1.Mapping scale in the guidelines no further than 

1:5000

2.How small features do we need to keep track on? 

(eligible and ineligible) 

3.All ideas – consider the control aspect before 

making it the truth.

4.Do we have the same tolerance LPIS/OTSC? (we 

don´t see the same things on screen/in field also 

during audit)

5.Keeping it manageable according to EU-rules (and 

keep common sense)

Bullet 1 - What is conditioning accuracy and tolerances?; 

issues
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Bullet 3 - Specific cases from Member States

issues including suggestions/proposals

- Difference between measuring wrong and what you 

measure

Solution: Reduce the measures to a minimum and 

have clear rules

- Need of evidence to prove that the pasture has 

been maintained

Solution: Geotagged photos. CB go together with the 

inspector. To provide a good livestock unit

- Deliniate pro rata 

Solution: Few categories
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Bullet 3 - Specific cases from Member States, issues

including suggestions/proposals

- How to deal with local traditional pasture

Solution: Do a field visit

- Fieldvisit to confirm things you don´t see on screen

Solution: Can´t avoid them , Geotagged photos

- Orchards – dead trees eligible or not

Solution: Make a rule and be consistent through the 

process.
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Bullet 4 - Areas, lengths in monitoring and next CAP? 

issues
1. Need of GNSS to update LPIS, Geotagged photos

2. Monitor small fields, narrow parcels, new EFA

3. How many parcels do you need to measure (part of LPIS update) 

when using monitoring, more spread – more time in transport? A 

lot of RFV, Capacity/burden of the inspectors

4. Shadows – field visits that aren´t necessary

5. How to deal with pastures and natural areas in monitoring

6. LPIS update 1/2/3/4/5 years? Shorter?

7. Prepare data, prepare schemes to fit monitoring

8. Thresholds traffic light (green 80%), possible big volumes of 

orange and red – how manage

9. Stable, not to much changes in regulation and Systems

10. Algorithms

11. Clear imagery

12. Deadlines to contractors

13. Temporary ineligible features

14. How to deal with many different minor crops

15. Communication with farmers
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Bullet 4 - Areas, lengths in monitoring and next CAP? 

suggestions/proposals

1.Farmer able to update application until 2 weeks 

before advanced payment… 

2.More input from farmer (geotagged photos)

3.Do not monitor parcels, monitor FOI, use historic 

information and supporting documentations

4.Provide HHR image to monitor small parcels mm

5.Other equipment than today

6.Guidance on thresholds and algorithms

7.Flexible plans

8.Use the postman
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Thank YOU


